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SYVDOH I (IFR017)

Sandyhills Young Venny Disciples Of Hate were a gang of 80’s hoodlums 
who spread fear into the heart of their community but also had delusions of 
grandeur what with their high faluting name and all. Step back in time and into 
their domain and hear about the myths and legends of a once great but now 
sadly forgotten gang now re-imagined in song. Immerse yourself in their 
drama, their self-destruction and their gallows humour. Part I is a collection of 
romanced vignettes backed by sonic loops and beautiful pianos reminiscent 
of Aiden Moffat & Bill Wells. Let the black iron gargoyle eat our your soul.

RELEASE
SCHEDULE

1/4/18
SYVDOH I
album - digital/CD

1/6/18
I WANT MY LOVER

single - digital

1/7/18
MICRO SLEEP

single - digital

1/8/18
WALKING HEART COLD

single - digital

1/9/18
BLACK MUSEUM

single - digital

21/9/18
SYVDOH II

album - digital/CD/vinyl

1/10/18
ARTHUR MACHEN

single - digital

1/11/18
HIROSHIMA SEIZURES

single - digital

SYVDOH II (IFR027)

Syvdoh II is pop sounds mixed with political and social comment. Shades of 
the big guns run throughout; Bowie, Prince and Springsteen, but with a more 
contemporary twist of Sleaford Mods meeting Field Music. Syvdoh II is 
packed to the rafters with big concepts; gang culture, heaven, death, mental 
health, Leveson, the press, the void, mind control, serial killers, homophobia, 
death camps, slave ships, psychics, Hiroshima... so in short a right barrel of 
laughs. There is a selection of guest appearances, notably the author Denise 
Mina (Winner of the 2017 McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime Book of the 
Year). It’s dark in there, but the pop sounds bring the light.

SYVDOH is the brainchild of former Sea Kings Brian Canning and Ralph Hector (BBC 6Music, Radio Scot-
land, Louder Than War, Vive Le Rock) who’ve collaborated, written and produced Syvdoh I & II between 
Glasgow and Monmouth in South Wales. 
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